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Disclaimer
What follows is:

● a subjective view from a 

particular vantage point

● by necessity just a part of the 

story



A bit about me



● Free Software and Open Knowledge 
enthusiast and advocate

● Studied computer science at KIT

● Contributing to various projects for the 
past 17 years

● KDE: Vice president and past president 
of KDE e.V.

● Wikidata: Wikimedia's knowledge 
graph - portfolio lead

● VideoLAN: the folks behind VLC - 
advisor

● Good view into several fairly different 
open communities

● Focused on community management, 
governance, organizing, strategy  and 
product management over technology



KDE: a quick recap



How it all started…
● The Kool Desktop Environment 🫣

● 1996

● A GUI for endusers: “The idea is to 
create a GUI for an ENDUSER. Somebody 
who wants to browse the web with Linux, 
write some letters and play some nice 
games.”

● Qt: “really a very easy-to-use powerful 
C++-library”

● Getting people on board: “I don't have 
the time to do this all alone (also since 
LyX is my main project). But a thing like a 
Desktop Environment can easily be cut 
into lots of parts. There is very probably a 
part for you, too! If you want to learn 
some X-programming, why not doing a 
small, neat project for the KDE?”



“I admit the whole thing sounds a bit like fantasy. 
But it is very serious from my side. Everybody I'm 
talking to in the net would LOVE a somewhat 
cleaner desktop. Qt is the chance to realize this. So 
let us join our rare sparetime and just do it!”



Takeaways

● Matthias is an unusual founder

● KDE always considered itself a 

technically excellent and 

pragmatic community

● Close to Qt from the start

● A place to learn

● Enduser focus from the start



KDE e.V.

● Established relatively early to 

support the community in legal, 

organisational and financial 

matters

● For many years extremely 

careful to not influence or do 

any development

● Has provided continuity to the 

project and community ever 

since



KDE 1.1



KDE 2.2.2



KDE 3.2.3



Crossroads

● KDE 3 series coming to an end

● Qt moving to Qt 4



Why KDE?



How did I end up 
here?

● Interested in computers 

relatively early - loved the idea 

of openness and tinkering

● Studying computer science

● Giving this Linux thing a try

● Integration, baby! 🤯





What made me 
stay?

● People!

● People having faith in me and 

allowing me to try things out

● Learning!



Come for the code,
stay for the community!



KDE’s troubled years



It’s all coming 
together

● SVN to Git

● Qt 3 to Qt 4

● KDE 4 and the public perception

● Initial vision achieved and not achieved

● Does anyone even need a desktop anymore?

● Move from KDE being the software to KDE 
being the community

-> Splintering, unhappy community and 
identity crisis



What now?

● Create Manifesto
-> Who are we?

● Reset the vision and mission

-> Why do we exist?

● Set and socialize goals

-> What do we work on now?



● Open Governance to ensure engagement in our leadership and decision 
processes

● Free Software to ensure the result of our work is available to all people for 
all time;

● Inclusivity to ensure that all people are welcome to join us and participate;

● Innovation to ensure that new ideas constantly emerge to better serve 
people;

● Common Ownership to ensure that we stay united;

● End-User Focus to ensure our work is useful to all people.

Values from KDE’s Manifesto



Being part of the international KDE community conveys certain benefits:

● To stand on the shoulders of giants:
○ Make use of KDE infrastructure for project hosting
○ Benefit from the experience of the KDE sysadmins
○ Get support from the larger community with development, documentation, 

translation, testing, bug handling, etc.
○ Use opportunities to integrate with a large ecosystem of end-user products
○ Interaction with teams that have common values, leading to the 

cross-pollination of ideas and innovations
● Enjoy representation and support by KDE e.V.
● Increase your visibility through the reputation of the KDE community and KDE 

promotion tools

Benefits from KDE’s Manifesto



The KDE Project designation carries with it certain commitments:

● Respect the KDE Code of Conduct
● Support the KDE Vision and KDE Mission
● There is no mandatory Contributor License Agreement

Commitments from KDE’s Manifesto



● Technical requirements
○ The project stays true to established practices common to similar KDE 

projects
○ All source materials are hosted on infrastructure available to and writable 

by all KDE contributor accounts
○ Online services associated with the project are either hosted on KDE 

infrastructure or have an action plan that ensures continuity which is 
approved by the KDE system administration team

● Copyrights, trademarks and patents
○ KDE licensing policy and branding guidelines are respected
○ If the authors of the software abandon it or disappear, they agree to 

transfer the trademark to the next maintainer
○ If the code is covered by patents registered by the project itself, those 

patents must be licensed freely

Commitments from KDE’s Manifesto



What now?

● Create Manifesto

-> Who are we?

● Reset the vision and mission
-> Why do we exist?

● Set and socialize goals

-> What do we work on now?



A world in which everyone has control 
over their digital life and enjoys freedom 

and privacy.

KDE’s vision



To fulfill our Vision, KDE has taken on the mission to:

● create software products which give users control, freedom and 
privacy

● provide users with excellent user experience and quality

● enable users regardless of their location, background, abilities, 
operating system and device

● promote the Free and Open-Source ecosystem

KDE’s mission



What now?

● Create Manifesto

-> Who are we?

● Reset the vision and mission

-> Why do we exist?

● Set and socialize goals
-> What do we work on now?





2017

● Top-notch Usability 

and Productivity for 

Basic Software

● Privacy Software

● Streamlined 

Onboarding of New 

Contributors

2019

● Consistency

● Wayland

● Apps

2022

● KDE For All

● Sustainable Software

● Automate And 

Systematize Internal 

Processes



KDE today



Today we have…

● Clear goals

● Better software

● Partnerships to get our software 

to users more directly

● Stayed true to our values

● More cohesive community

● Ability to more clearly articulate 

who we are and what we do



● About 600 active developers + 

about as many in non-developer 

roles all around the world

● Almost 15 Million lines of code 

(~79% C++)



KDE’s software in 
use

● CERN

● NASA

● Hollywood (Gravity, Avatar, The 

Hobbit, …)

● Steam Deck by Valve

● …



Most successful 
applications and 
more

● Plasma

● Krita

● Kdenlive

● Kate

● GCompris

● KDEConnect

● KDE Frameworks



KDE and the hype of the day



● KDE rarely runs after the latest 

tech hype (Bitcoin, LLMs, …)

● Focus on what is actually going to 

improve people’s lives without 

catastrophic consequences

● Hype is sucking up a lot of oxygen

● Clear people-centered vision 

without a profit mindset as an 

antidote



Lessons I learned over the 
past 17 years so you don’t have 

to



You

… need to care but not 

make it the center of your 

universe.



You

… need to train your 

successor and have a 

succession plan.

Or don’t be the SPOF in 

the first place.



You

… need to leave space for 

others to be the first.



You

… need to develop 

patience and be able to let 

it go.

“Good enough for now; save 
enough to try.”



Free and Open projects 

are the ultimate 

leadership test. 

You can very rarely tell 

someone what to do. You 

really need to take them 

along.

Mastery, autonomy and 

purpose!



Trust people to positively 

surprise you. Take a 

chance on people.



It can be lonely at the top - 

find someone in another 

project and similar 

position to be your buddy.



Community

Culture matters!



And you are advertising it!



Everywhere!



Everywhere!



Everywhere!



Everywhere!



Everywhere!



Community

People come for the code 

but stay for the 

community!



Community

Discussions in the open 

always advertise to 

bystanders what kind of 

community you have.



Community

Initial tone-setting of a 

community is important!



Community

A community needs a 

clearly articulated why!



Community

That why can't just be dictated but needs 

to be worked out together to get buy-in!

The process is the goal!

Can someone who is not invested in the 

outcome lead it?



Community

Listen to understand, not 

to respond!



Community

People should never be 

surprised by what you do!



Community

You need to repeat something at least 3 

times. Preach it till you can't hear it anymore!

Don't expect people to know what you're 

talking about even though you feel like 

you've explained it to literally everyone 

already.



Community

Provide easy ways to keep 

up-to-date with what matters!

Keep it short and concise.





Community

Communities need rituals 

and rhythm!

(Birthdays, awards, 

conferences, …)







Community

Connectors are invaluable 

people on your project.



Community

Entry barriers are killer 

and a huge one is in 

people’s heads.



Society

We need more tinkering!



Society

We need more open 
infrastructure to build our 
life on.

Don't just complain about 
issues with proprietary 
software, actually do the 
hard thing and use the 
open alternatives.



Society

Most open projects are 

held together by a small 

number of people (even if 

it looks different from 

afar).



Society

There is always something 

to do!

A thank you to the team 

behind your favorite 

project is in order ;-)



Get in touch!
See you in KDE!

lydiapintscher.de

lydia@kde.org

mastodon.online/@nightrose

WD: Q18016466


